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What I found in the dustbin of my memories about this go dot is:
"On 19 Nov 1957, a group of worried actors were preparing to face their audience . The actors
And I found also some lines of this play:
"
ESTRGON:Didi.
VLADIMIR:Yes.
ESTRGON:I can´t go on like this.
VLADIMIR: That´s what you think.
ESTRAGON:If we parted?That might be better of us .
VLADIMIR:We´ll hang ourselves tomorrow.(Pause)Unless Go dot comes.
ESTRAGON:And if comes?
VLADIMIR:We´ll be saved
"(5)
It is said about Beckett that when he was asked that what he meant by Go dot he answered "If I
But can be the term `Absurd´ assigned to merely these qualities of the play? No, there are sti
And thus by this purposelessness Beckett tries to prove the absurdity of his play .But is this
This statement suggests the importance of contrast and this is as true in case of absurdity an
In this light we can reach decision that there is no sense of absurdity without the normality
Beckett tries hard to achieve absurdity by doing through his characters , the abnormal things
When I mean to say is that whatever action is done in the play has therefore the elements of n
Therefore whatever actions Beckett tried to fabricated in to the play , stands till today betw
That´s why the play `..of the supposedly esoteric avant-grade make so immediate and so deep an
Martin Esslin writes : ` because it confronted them [the prisoners] with a situation in some w
Similarly we can cite the example of Pop-Culture now so popular by the young generations ,whic
By concluding this I think I have reached at the ` right place at the right time´ , because if
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